Excavation Risk Assessment
The information on this form will be used to facilitate the Project and will be made available to the Upper Nidderdale Landscape Partnership team and
Solstice Heritage.

Project Details

Site Location
Site Grid Reference
Site Supervisor
Project Manager
Nearest Medical Facilities
(Doctor’s surgeries)
Nearest A&E Hospital(s)

Lodge Village, Scar House Reservoir, Upper Nidderdale
SE 04890 77365
Jim Brightman (Solstice Heritage)
Louise Brown (Upper Nidderdale Landscape Partnership)
Pateley Bridge – 01423 711369
Ripon – 01765 658298
Harrogate – 01423 503218
Harrogate District Hospital
Lancaster Park Road
Harrogate
HG1 7SX
01423 885959

Task

Hazard

Access to
site

Vehicular access is initially to
the Scar House Reservoir car
park on the south side of the
dam. This is along a road which
is single-track in places. The car
park is open to the public.
From the car park, volunteers
will walk c. 2.5 km, crossing the
Scar House Dam and then along
a rough track unsuitable for

Severity Likelihood
precontrol
measures
5
2

4

3

Northallerton Friarage Hospital
Northallerton
DL6 1JG
01609 779911

Overall
Control measures
risk precontrol
measures
10
Initial information sent to volunteers will
(Medium) include directions to the car park and will alert
volunteers to the nature of the road access.
Volunteers will be encouraged to share cars
where possible to minimise volume of traffic.

Likelihood
after
control
measures
1

Overall
risk after
control
measures
5
(Low)

12
The volunteers will assemble in the car park
(Medium) with the archaeologist and will walk to the site
together led by one or more of the professional
staff to ensure there is no ‘lone-working’ and

1

4
(Low)

Task

Hazard

Severity Likelihood
precontrol
measures

non-off road vehicles.

General site
conditions

The site is remote and
comprises rough terrain (see
below). There are also potential
hazards relating to the
presence of wildlife, both in
terms of hazards to the
volunteers (adders, rats) and
hazards to the wildlife
(disturbance of nesting birds
etc).

4

2

The excavation site comprises
rough pasture land and the
extant remains of the ruined
buildings of the hamlet. There
is significant potential for
volunteers to trip, fall or lose
footing and twist ankles.

2

5

Overall
Control measures
risk precontrol
measures
that all volunteers are familiar with the
location. Volunteers will not climb the parapets
of the dam during the walk to the site. A 4x4
vehicle will be on site each day, principally to
transport equipment; this will also be available
should any volunteer get into difficulty during
the walk to or from the site.
8
A briefing will be held every morning before
(Medium) work commences in which the archaeologist
will talk to the volunteers about the daily
programme, and also give an overview of the
likely conditions which will be encountered. All
volunteers have been given precommencement information. All members of
the team (archaeologist and volunteers) will be
in visual contact at all times. No lone working
will be undertaken by any volunteers. The
landowner and tenant have been informed of
the excavation. Volunteers will not move away
from the excavation into areas which could
disturb wildlife. Should any sensitive species be
found then they will be left in place and work
will stop in the immediate area.
10
Clear routeways between the trackway, areas
(Medium) of excavation and any rest areas or shelter
areas will be set out and kept free from
obstruction. Volunteers will keep away from
the areas of ruined stonework that do not form
the focus of the excavation. The rough nature
of parts of the site will be included in the
general volunteer briefing.

Likelihood
after
control
measures

Overall
risk after
control
measures

1

4
(Low)

3

6
(Low)

Task

Hazard

Excavation involves working
outside for the full day, other
than at scheduled breaks.
There is the potential for both
inclement weather and
excessive heat during the
excavation and there is a
potential hazard relating to
injury or illness from prolonged
exposure to the heat, wet or
cold, particularly given the
remote nature of the site.
The excavation site is close to a
track that is open to the public
and often used by walkers as
well as by the tenant farmer.
There will be some potential
for members of the public to
injure themselves through slips,
trips and falls relating to the
on-going excavations.

Excavation

Injury through incorrect use of

Severity Likelihood
precontrol
measures
3
5

Overall
Control measures
risk precontrol
measures
15
All volunteers have been sent pre(High)
commencement information highlighting the
requirement for suitable clothing for outdoor
working, including waterproofs, hats, sun
protection, liquid etc. Three scheduled breaks
will be taken through the day to ensure
adequate rest time.

3

2

6
(Low)

4

3

12

The excavations will be taking place away from
the track and so there should be no obstacles
from the project directly blocking the main
public routeway. Where work is taking place at
more than part of the settlement then no
equipment will be left in the trackway. When
volunteers are actively working in trenches, one
volunteer per day will be designated to talk to
members of the public to ensure that they
understand and can ask questions about the
project in a manner which is safe. During break
or lunch times when the volunteers leave the
trenches, all tools will be tidied and trench
corners will be marked with visible survey pegs.
In the event that there are deep excavations or
unsafe walls (see below) then these will be
fenced with hi-visibility fencing or shored (as is
relevant and most practical).
The supervisors will make daily checks when

Likelihood
after
control
measures
2

Overall
risk after
control
measures
6
(Low)

1

3
(Low)

1

4

Task

Hazard

Severity Likelihood
precontrol
measures

hand tools

Slips, trips and falls

3

4

Trench or wall instability. The
excavations are not anticipated
to involve deep stratigraphy
and tall standing soil and
sediment sections. There will
be however, standing stone
walls within which excavation
will be taking place, some of
which are semi-ruinous.

5

2

Overall
Control measures
risk precontrol
measures
(Medium) tools are taken out of and put back in to
storage to ensure they are not damaged and
are fit for purpose. In line with standard
workplace health and safety practice, it is also
the responsibility of the individual volunteers to
bring to the attention of the supervisors when a
tool is damaged or not fit for purpose, and to
not undertake the task until a suitable
replacement has been provided. The
supervisors will demonstrate the correct use of
all hand tools.
12
All trenches and their immediate surroundings
(Medium) will be kept tidy and free from clutter with tools
stacked neatly or returned to the appropriate
box or bag when finished with. Where survey
pegs are in use, these will be marked with high
visibility paint, and string lines in use will be
also high visibility colour string. Supervisors will
point out the potential trip hazards, such as
survey markers, which remain in place for
longer than the duration of a given task.
10
Following clearance of surrounding rubble, a
(Medium) site supervisor will assess the stability of any
standing sections of wall. Loose rubble from the
wall tops will be cleared so that only in situ and
stable coursed stonework remains. Where
there is walling over 1 m in standing height and
it is less than fully stable, the walling will be
shored for the duration of excavations. Where
this is not possible, no excavation will be
undertaking in the vicinity of the unstable

Likelihood
after
control
measures

Overall
risk after
control
measures
(Low)

2

6
(Low)

1

4
(Low)

Task

Emergency
procedures

Hazard

Severity Likelihood
precontrol
measures

Risk of contracting illness due
to lack of hygiene.

3

4

Hazards from smoking,
drinking, drug-taking which are,
or could be considered to be,
anti-social as well as passively
harmful.

4

3

There is no mobile phone
reception at the excavation
site. It is a remote site c. 45
minutes’ walk from the nearest
road readily accessible to
normal vehicles.

5

3

Overall
Control measures
risk precontrol
measures
walling. Hard hats will be available for those
working close to walls over 1m.
12
Volunteers will be notified that facilities are
(Medium) limited and are advised to bring wipes to clean
their hands prior to eating, drinking or smoking.
Antibacterial gel will also be made available.
12
There is no smoking permitted within the
(Medium) vicinity of the trenches both to prevent passive
smoke inhalation, and also as it can act as a
contaminant to archaeological deposits.
Smoking is permitted at the designated
smoking area, but volunteers must have due
concern to not to cause discomfort to others
through passive smoke inhalation. A bucket of
soil will be provided for disposal of
cigarettes/cigars. The physical nature of
excavation work, with hand tools in close
proximity to other volunteers, is such that
anyone who is incapable of work, or is acting
anti-socially due to alcohol or drugs, will be
asked to leave the site.
15
A 4x4 vehicle capable of reaching site will be on
(High)
site every day of the excavations. In case of
emergency an immediate assessment will be
made as to the severity of the emergency. The
response based on this severity will include one
or more of the following:
• Phone signal can be located c. 500m to
the north of the excavation site up the
valley side. An emergency call will be
made and air ambulance or fell rescue

Likelihood
after
control
measures

Overall
risk after
control
measures

2

6
(Low)

1

3
(Low)

2

10
(Medium)

Task

Hazard

Prior
conditions

Aggravation of volunteers’
existing conditions through the
physical or outdoor nature of
the work.

Severity Likelihood
precontrol
measures

4

2

Overall
Control measures
risk precontrol
measures
assistance will be requested.
• If less severe, an injured party will be
driven in the site 4x4 vehicle to either
the nearest Doctor’s surgery (see
above) or to the A&E department of
Harrogate hospital.
8
Volunteers will be asked to fill in forms
(Medium) detailing any medical conditions of which the
project management needs to be aware. New
volunteers will fill in a form on their first day on
site giving this information. By signing this form
to agree that they have read it and will abide by
the control measures in it, volunteers also
accept responsibility for informing the project
management and supervisors of any existing
condition which may be aggravated by the
work. Volunteers will be made aware of the
precise nature of any tasks they are asked to
undertake, and where volunteers raise
concerns about their physical ability to perform
a task then the supervisor will work with them
to find a different way to perform the task, or a
task more suited to the individual volunteer’s
requirements. Volunteers are responsible for
the administering of their own medication.

Likelihood
after
control
measures

Overall
risk after
control
measures

1

4
(Low)

I have read and understood this risk assessment, and by signing below I agree to adopt the control measures put in place and conduct myself with due regard
to health and safety while on this site and undertaking any tasks required.
Name
Signed
Date

I have read and understood this risk assessment, and by signing below I agree to adopt the control measures put in place and conduct myself with due regard
to health and safety while on this site and undertaking any tasks required.
Name
Signed
Date

I have read and understood this risk assessment, and by signing below I agree to adopt the control measures put in place and conduct myself with due regard
to health and safety while on this site and undertaking any tasks required.
Name
Signed
Date

I have read and understood this risk assessment, and by signing below I agree to adopt the control measures put in place and conduct myself with due regard
to health and safety while on this site and undertaking any tasks required.
Name
Signed
Date

I have read and understood this risk assessment, and by signing below I agree to adopt the control measures put in place and conduct myself with due regard
to health and safety while on this site and undertaking any tasks required.
Name
Signed
Date

Severity: 1. Minor injury, 2. Moderate injury, 3. Loss-time injury, 4. Severe injury, 5. Fatality.
Likelihood: 1. Highly improbable, 2. Probable – annually, 3. Infrequent – 2-3 times/year, 4. Occasional – monthly, 5. Frequent – weekly.
Overall risk = Likelihood (1-5) x Severity (1-5). 1-6 = Low Risk 8-12 = Medium Risk 15-25 = High Risk
Louise Brown, Historic Nidderdale Project Officer, Upper Nidderdale Landscape Partnership, Nidderdale AONB, The Old Workhouse, King Street, Pateley Bridge, Harrogate,
HG3 5LE / louise.brown@harrogate.gov.uk / 01423 712950
Jim Brightman, Solstice Heritage, Crabtree Hall Business Centre, Little Holtby, Northallerton, North Yorkshire, DL10 7NL / jb@solsticeheritage.co.uk / 0845 528 1042

